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ABE, KEIKO
CD-751 EVELYN GLENNIE: Light In Darkness -- "Dream of the Cherry Blossoms"
CD-1446 THE PERCUSSION -- "Dream of the Cherry Blossoms" (Christian Roderburg)
CD-1435 EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "Michi"
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits -- “Michi”
CD-3800 MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION: “Wind In The Bamboo Grove”
CD-3919 MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: Variations on Japanese Children's Songs, Dream of the Cherry Blossoms.
CD-3973 MARIMBA SCULPTURE: Katarzyna Mycka- “Kazak Lullaby”
CD-3973 MARIMBA SCULPTURE: Katarzyna Mycka- “Reflections on Japanese Children's Songs II”
CD-4137 MARIMBA DANCE: “Tambourin Paraphrase” (Katarzyna Mycka)
ACUNA, ALEX
CD-779  DAVE SAMUELS: Ten Degrees North -- "Para Pastorius"

ADAMS, JOHN LUTHER
CD-2630  The Far Country – “Night Peace” (The Atlanta Singers, soprano, harp, percussion, Michael Cebulski)
CD-3839  EXOTIC CHAMBER MUSIC: Songbirdsongs

ALDRIDGE, ROBERT
CD-491  MARIMOLIN -- "Threedance"
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN: Woodcuts – “From My Little Island”

ALI-ZADE, FRANHGIS
CD-2713  MAYA BEISER/STEVEN SCHICK: Caught By The Sky With Wire – “Habil Sajahy”

ANDRIESSEN, LOUIS
CD-2709  BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Industry – “Hout”, “Hoketus” (percussion, Steve Schick)

ANTHEIL, GEORGE
RD-3003  "Ballet Mecanique"
CD-407  JERSEY SESSIONS: “Ballet Mecanique”
CD-4182  UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT LOWELL. PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Ballet Mecanique”.

ARCURI, SERGE
CD-2068  BEVERLEY JOHNSTON: Impact – “Chronaxie”
AUSTIN, LARRY
CD-1845  COMPUTER MUSIC SERIES, Vol. 19 “Canadian Coastlines” (CBC Radio
Ensemble, Marimbas: Robin Engleman, James Faraday), “Quadrants:
Event/Complex No. 9 (Percussion and tape, Robert McCormick)
CD-2007  CULTURES ELECTRONIQUES “Quadrants” (piano, percussion, tape, Robert
McCormick)

BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN
CD-248  CLASSIC MALLET-QUATOR LAMINA -- "Badinerie"
CD-885  BACH ON MARIMBA (Leigh Howard Stevens)
CD-2417  SAFRI DUO: Goldrush – “Prelude and Fugue in C Sharp Minor”
CD-2420  GORDON STOUT: Music for Solo Marimba – “Sonata No. 6 in E Major”
CD-3785  BLUES ON BACH: “The Old Year has Now Passed Away (chorale
prelude), “Sleepers Awake”, “Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring”, “Fugue in D minor
from Clavieruechlein”, “Prelude No. 8 from the Well-Tempered Clavier.”

BACULEWSKI, KRZYSZTOOF
CD-2077  WARSAW PERCUSSION GROUP: Polish Percussion Works – “Sonata Per
Batteria”

BARBER, SAMUEL
CD-2066  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Lift Off – “Adagio for
Strings”

BARFOED, SOREN
CD-2417  SAFRI DUO: Goldrush – “Safricana”

BARGIELSKI, ZBIGNIEW
CD-2077  WARSAW PERCUSSION GROUP: Polish Percussion Works-“Traumvogel”

BARNES, JAMES
CD-2071  LINDA MAXEY: The Artistry of Marimba – “Yorkshire Ballad”
BARNES, MILTON
CD-533  NEXUS: Dance of the Octopus -- "Annexus"

BARTOK, BELA
RD-3040  "Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion"
RD-3319  "Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta" (Chicago Symphony)
RD-3474  "Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta" (Berlin Philharmonic)
RD-5031  "Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta" (New York Philharmonic)
RD-8146  "Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta" (English Chamber Orchestra)
CD-1612  "Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta" (Berlin Philharmonic)
CD-887   "Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion" (Timothy Ferchen, Lassi Erkkila)

BASHMAKOV, LEONID
CD-3750  “Quattro Bagatelle per flauti e percussione”

BEAVERS, KEVIN
CD-2644  EQUILIBRIUM: Imaginary Landscape – “Shadowplays”

BECKEL, JAMES
CD-3947  THE GLASS BEAD GAME- “The Glass Bead Game”

BECKENSTEIN, JAY
CD-2066  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Lift Off – “Heliopolis”

BECKER, BOB
CD-533  NEXUS: Dance of the Octopus -- "Palta"
CD-534  NEXUS: Now -- "Cymbal"
CD-2061  There is a Time – “Prisoners of the Image Factory”, “Noodrem”, “Mudra”,
        “Turning Point”, “There is a Time”

BECKER, JOHN
RD-7092  "The Abongo"
CD-4183  RECKLESS, ENDLESS, TACTLESS:  “Vigilante 1938—A Dance”

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA:  “Encore Elise”  (Dewi Ellis Jones)

BENNETT, RICHARD RODNEY
CD-1434  EVELYN GLENNIE:  Rebounds -- "Concerto for Solo Percussion and Chamber Orchestra"
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE  Her Greatest Hits “Concerto for Solo Percussion and Chamber Orchestra, Mvmt. 1”  (Scottish Chamber Orchestra)

BENNETT, RICHARD RODNEY
CD-1437  EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “Taps in Tempo”
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA:  “Taps in Tempo”  (Dewi Ellis Jones)

BERGAMO, JOHN
CD-562  JOHN BERGAMO:  On the Edge
CD-143  BRACHA -- "Jacaranda"
CD-769  REPERCUSSION UNIT:  In Need Again

BERGMAN, ERIK
CD-887  BELA BARTOK:  Sonata for Two Pianos... -- "Borealis for Two Pianos and Percussion"

BEYER, JOHANNA

BIRNEY, EARLE
CD-744  NEXUS: The Best of Nexus -- "Daybreak, an Aubade", "McSimpton’s Annual Boat Excursion to Nanaimo, June 1949"
BISCARDI, EARLE
CD-188 CHESTER BISCARDI AND DAVID OLAN -- "Trasumanar for Twelve Percussionists and Piano" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)

BIZET, GEORGES
CD-3823 KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Concerto for Jazz Drummer and Symphony Orchestra” & CARMEN SUITE

BIZET, GEORGES; SHCHEDRIN, RODION
CD-2415 KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Carmen Suite”

BJORK
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENIE Her Greatest Hits “My Spine”, “Oxygen”

BLUME, GERNOT
CD-2644 EQUILIBRIUM: Imaginary Landscape – “Why”

BODY, JACK
CD-2713 MAYA BEISER/STEVEN SCHICK: Caught By The Sky With Wire – “Gada Yina African”

BOTTI, SUSAN
CD-1970 Listen, It’s Snowing: “Jabberwocky” (soprano, percussion, Paul Guerguerian)

BOULEZ, PIERRE
CD-1676 “Le Marteau sans Maître”, “Sonatine”
BOWLES, PAUL
RD-3461  "Music for a Farce" (Clarinet, Trumpet, Percussion, Piano)
RD-5296  "Music for a Farce"

BRANCA, GLENN
CD-2716  BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Renegade Heaven – “Movement Within”
   (percussion, Steve Shick)

BRANT, HENRY
CD-2152  “Hieroglyphics 3” (viola, mezzo-soprano, organ, harpsichord, piano and
   vibraphone: Phyllis Martin Pearson, timpani and chimes: Louis Calabro)

BRAZELTON, KITTY
CD-2129  The Alternative Schubertiade – “Fishy Wishy” (soprano, mezzo soprano,
   alto, piano, vibes, Danny Tunik)

BREUER, HARRY
CD-2065  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Different Strokes –
   “Powder Puff”
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA:  “Happy Hammers”  (Dewi Ellis Jones)

BRINDLE, REGINALD SMITH
CD-1446  THE PERCUSSION -- "Orion M 42"  (Peter Sadlo)

BRITTEN, BENJAMIN
CD-3933  THE STORY OF PERCUSSION IN THE ORCHESTRA: Variations and Fugue
   on a Theme of Purcell

BROEGE, TIMOTHY
CD-4184  CHRISTINA’S WORLD: “No Sun, No Shadow”

BROWN, CHRIS
CD-3784  “Flies” (violin, piano, percussion, live electronics) “Rouge Waves”
   (turntables, percussion, bull-roarer, electronics) “Alternating Currents” (bass
trombone, vibraphone, percussion, ‘gazamba’ percussion piano, ‘wing amplified bronze rods on stainless steel plate, live electronic processing, orchestral synthesis)

BROWN, EARLE
RD-6536 ELECTRONICS AND PERCUSSION-FIVE REALIZATIONS
BY MAX NEUHAUS: “Four Systems-For Four Amplified Cymbals”

BRUBECK, DAVE
CD-2065 THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Different Strokes – “Blue Rondo A La Turk”

BRUN, HERBERT
RD-8844 "More Dust" (The Percussion Group - Cincinnati)
CD-2168 Language, Message, Drumming – “Trio for Flute, Double-bass, and Percussion” (Michael Udow), “Just Seven For Drum” (James Culley)
CD-2169 Mutatis Mutandis – “Trio for Trumpet, Trombone, and Percussion” (James Harris), “At Loose Ends” (Blackearth Percussion Group), “Nonet” (flute, violin, clarinet, trumpet, French horn, trombone, bassoon, double-bass, percussion, Michael Udow)
CD-2170 Sawdust – “More Dust With Percussion” (Percussion Group Cincinatti)
CD-2171 Wayfairing Sounds – “Non Sequitor VI” (flute, cello, piano, harp, percussion, J. C. Kilbourne, Jeff Magby, David Madden, Ian Ding), “Sonoriferous Loops” (flute, trumpet, double-bass, percussion, William Parsons, Michael Rosen, John Dutton)

BUCZYNSKI, PAWEL
CD-2077 WARSAW PERCUSSION GROUP: Polish Percussion Works – “Nocturne for Three Percusison Groups

BURRITT, MICHAEL
CD-2062 MICHAEL BURRITT: Perpetual – “Four Movements for Marimba”, “October Night”

BURTON, GARY
CD-582 DUET-GARY BURTON W/ CHICK COREA
BUSSOTTI, SYLVANO
RD-6536 ELECTRONICS AND PERCUSSION-FIVE REALIZATIONS
BY MAX NEUHAUS: “Coeur pour Batteur-Positively Yes”

CAGE, JOHN
RD-6536 ELECTRONICS AND PERCUSSION-FIVE REALIZATIONS
BY MAX NEUHAUS: “Fontana Mix-Feed”
RD-8839 “Second construction”, “Double Music” (New Music Consort)
CD-297 DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSIONS-ENSEMBLE - "She is Asleep"
CD-440 THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE - "Second Construction"
CD-441 THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE 2 AND MANUELA WIESLER - "Amores"
CD-744 NEXUS: The Best of Nexus -- "Third Construction"
CD-2351 DAVE SAMUELS: Synergy With Samuels -- "First Construction"
CD-2028 QUATUOR HELIOS: Works For Percussion--“Second Construction”,
          “Imaginary Landscape No. 2”, “Amores”, “Double Music”, “Third
          Construction”, “She is Asleep”, “First Construction (in metal)”
CD-2065 THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Different Strokes -
          “Third Construction”
CD-2076 TALUJON PERCUSSION QUARTET: “Third Construction”
CD-2415 KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Second Construction”
CD-2644 EQUILIBRIUM: Imaginary Landscape – “Imaginary Landscape #3”
          Steinberger Bass Guitar and Snare Drum” (Jan Williams)
CD-3736 AMADINDA Music for Percussion Vol. 1: “Quartet,” “Trio,” “Imaginary
          Landscape no. 1,” “First Construction (In Metal),” “Second Construction,”
          “Living Room Music,” “J. Cage-Lou Harrison: Double Music”
CD-3746 AMADINDA Works for Percussion Vol. 3: FOUR
CD-3918 PERKIN’ AT MERKIN: “Music for Four”
CD-4182 BALLET MECANIQUE: “Double Music” (John Cage & Lou Harrison)

CAHN, WILLIAM
CD-744 NEXUS: The Best of Nexus -- "The Birds"
CD-533 NEXUS: Dance of the Octopus -- "In Ancient Temple Gardens"
CD-534 NEXUS: Now -- "Fauna"
CD-2066 THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Lift Off – “La Bamba”
          (arrangement)
CD-3782 NEXUS: “Rosewood Dreaming”
CD-3933 THE STORY OF PERCUSSION IN THE ORCHESTRA: “The Birds”
CARRINGTON, TERRI LYNE
CD-4236  THE MOSAIC PROJECT, (Terri Lynn Carrington drums, percussion, voice, other performers).

CARTER, ELLIOTT
RD-6530  "Eight Pieces for Four Timpani" (Morris Lang)
CD-3210  “Eight Pieces for Four Timpani”

CAUBERGHS, LOUIS
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENIE  Her Greatest Hits “Solo for Drums and Piano”
CD-1905  EVELYN GLENIE: Drumming – “Halasana” (drums and piano)

CHADABE, JOEL
CD-1847  Computer Music Series Vol. 24 “Follow Me Softly” (Synclavier and percussion, Jan Williams)

CHAITKIN, DAVID
CD-1568  “Scattering Dark and Bright” (piano and percussion, Gordon Stout),
“Serenade” (flute, piano, violin, cello, contrabass, vibraphone/glockenspiel,
tubular bells, Daniel Druckman, James Baker)

CASTEREDE, JACQUES
CD-3962  FRENCH CONNECTION: Zoltan Varga, Gabor Kerdo- “Prelude et Danse”

CHAVEZ, CARLOS
RD-3003  "Toccata for Percussion Instruments" (Manhattan Percussion Ensemble)
RD-5297  "Toccata for Percussion Instruments" (Los Angeles Percussion Ensemble)
RD-7755  "Toccata for Percussion Instruments" (Los Angeles Percussion Ensemble)

CHIHARA, PAUL SEIKO
RD-7085  "Ceremony II" (Flute, Percussion, 2 Violoncellos)
RD-8232  "The Beauty of the Rose Is In It's Passing" (Bassoon, 2 Horns, Percussion, Harp)
CHILDS, WILLIAM
CD-2182 NORTH TEXAS WIND SYMPHONY: Wildflowers - “Concerto for Solo Percussionist” (Steve Houghton)

CHOPIN, FREDERIC
CD-248 CLASSIC MALLET-QUATOR LAMINA - "Tristesse, Op. 10, No. 3"
CD-1435 EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "Black Key Study"
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “Black Key Study” (National Philharmonic Orchestra)
CD-2417 SAFRI DUO: Goldrush - “Fantasie-impromptu in C Sharp Minor”, “Etude No. 4 in C Sharp Minor”

CHRISTIAN, C.
CD-356 HAPPY HAMMERS -- "7 Come 11"

COHEN, MARC
CD-778 DAVE SAMUELS: Living Colors -- "Snowfall"

COLGRASS, MICHAEL
RD-5940 "Fantasy-Variations" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)
CD-3346 “Fantasy-Variations” (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)
CD-2066 THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: The Gamut - “Fantasy Variations for Eight Chromatic Drums and Percussion Sextet”
RD-9995 “Variations for Viola and Four Drums” BREAKING BOUNDARIES (E. Vardi)
CD-3345 “Variations for Four Drums and Viola” THE ELEGANT VIOLA (Y. Schotten)

COLLIER, TOM
CD-356 HAPPY HAMMERS -- "San Juan", "Pacific Aire", "Padre's Dance/Limbo"

COREA, CHICK
CD-582 DUET-GARY BURTON W/ CHICK COREA: “Duet suite”, La Fiesta”, “Children’s Song 15”, “Children's Song 2”, “Children's Song 5”,


“Children’s Song 6”, “Song to Gayle.”

Courtly Trumpet Ensemble Music
RD-8865
CD-3348

COWELL, HENRY
RD-5940 "Ostinato Pianissimo" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)
CD-3346 "Ostinato Pianissimo" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)
CD-297 DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSIONS-ENSEMBLE -- "Ostinato Pianissimo"
CD-440 THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE -- "Pulse"
CD-2238 Looking to the East – “Homage to Iran” (Violin, Piano, Persian drum, Basil
Bahar)
CD-2415 KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Pulse”
CD-4183 RESTLESS, ENDLESS, TACTLESS: “Return”

COX, CINDY
CD-2633 Columbia Aspexit – “Geode” (flute, clarinet, cello, piano, percussion, David Carlisle), “Into the Wild” (violin, soprano sax, Mallet-Kat, electric guitar, keyboards, electric drums, Gene Reffkin)

CRESTON, PAUL
RD-6522 “Night Music 1”
RD-8845 "Concertino for Marimba and Orchestra" (Gordon Stout)

CRUMB, GEORGE
RD-6250 "Music for a Summer Evening" (2 Percussion, 2 Pianos)
CD-268 “Madrigals, Books I-IV”, “Music for a Summer Evening (Makrokosmos III)”
CD-933 GEORGE CRUMB -- "Music for a Summer Evening"
CD-1554 ORCHESTRA 2001 – Distant Runes – “Lux Aeterna” (mezzo soprano, bass flute/soprano recorder, sitar and percussion, Susan Jones, William Kerrigan)
CD-2048 ORCHESTRA 2001 – Music of Our Time for Mixed Ensemble, Vol. 3 “Dream Sequence” (Susan Jones)
CD 3923 GEORGE CRUMB: 70th Birthday Album
CD-3924 GEORGE CRUMB: “The River of Life” & “Unto the Hills”
CD-3934 GEORGE CRUMB: “Unto the Hills” & “Black Angels”
CD-4056 GEORGE CRUMB: “Lux Aeterna”, “Pastoral Drone”, “Four Nocturnes”,
“Gnostic Variations”, “Echoes of Time and the River”.
“Vox Balaenae” “Five Pieces for Piano”, “Dream Sequence”.
CD-4078 GOERGE CRUMB: AN IDYLL FOR THE MISBEGOTTEN,
“Vox Balaenae”, “Madrigals, Books I-IV”, (Jan DeGaetani, mezzo-soprano).

DAHL, INGOLF
CD-3839 EXOTIC CHAMBER MUSIC: Duettino Concertante

DAUGHERTY, MICHAEL
CD-2643 EQUILIBRIUM: Border Crossing - “Lex”
CD-4184 CHIRSTINA’S WORLD: “Niagra Falls”

DAVIDOVSKY, MARIO
CD-969 PIONEERS OF ELECTRONIC MUSIC: “Synchronisms No.5
For Percussion Ensemble and Electronic Sounds”,
(other works by Ussachevsky, Luening, Smiley, Arel, Shields)

DAVIDSON, HAROLD
CD-4183 RESTLESS, ENDLESS, TACTLESS: “Auto Accident”

DAVIDSON, TINA
CD-1549 TINA DAVIDSON: I Hear the Mermaids Singing -- "Fire on the Mountain"
(Marimba, Vibraphone, Piano)

DEAN, DAN
CD-356 HAPPY HAMMERS -- "Sunrise"

DEANE, CHRISTOPHER

DEBUSSY, CLAUDE
CD-248 CLASSIC MALLET-QUATOR LAMINA -- "Clair de Lune"
CD-2573 LEIGH HOWARD STEVENS: Marimba When... – “Children’s Corner”

DeFOTIS, WILLIAM
RD-8844 “Continuous Showing” (The Percussion Group - Cincinnati)

DENHOFF, MICHAEL
CD-1446 THE PERCUSSION -- "Bacchantische Tanzszenen" (Dusseldorfer Percussion Ensemble)

DePONTE, NIEL
RD-8845 "Concertino for Marimba" (Gordon Stout)

DESMOND, PAUL

DEVREESE, FRÉDÉRIC
CD-3800 MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION: “Butterfly”

DIDKOVSKY, NICK
CD-2713 MAYA BEISER/STEVEN SCHICK: Caught By The Sky With Wire – “Caught By The Sky With Wire”

DLUGOSZEWSKI, LUCIA
RD-6485 "Tender Theatre Flight Nageire" (Horn, 3 Trumpets, 2 Trombones, Percussion)

DOLPHY, ERIC
CD-631 “Hat and Beard”, “Something Sweet, Something Tender”, “Gazzelloni”, “Out to Lunch”, “Straight Up and Down”

DREYBLATT, ARNOLD
CD-2716 BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Renegade Heaven – “Escalator” (percussion, Steve Shick)
DRUCKMAN, JACOB
CD-1833  “Dark Upon the Harp” (Mezzo-soprano, brass quintet, and percussion, Gerald Carlyss, Robert Ayers, “Animus II” (Mezzo-soprano, electric tape, percussion, Richard Fitz, Gordon Gottlieb), “Windows for Orchestra”

DRUMMOND, DEAN
CD-2076  TALUJON PERCUSSION QUARTET: “Dirty Ferdie”

DRUSCHETZKY, GEORGE
CD-2064  JONATHON HAAS and the Bournemouth Sinfonietta: 18th Century Concertos for Timpani and Orchestra – “Partita in C Major”, “Concerto for Oboe, Eight Timpani, and Orchestra”

EDWARDS, ROSS
CD-751  EVELYN GLENNIE: Light In Darkness -- "Marimba Dances"
CD-2351  DAVE SAMUELS: Synergy With Samuels -- "Prelude and Dragonfly Dance"

ELKJER, ROBERT
CD-3942  JOSEPH ALESSI: Principal Trombone New York Philharmonic- “Tribute to J.J. Johnson for Five Trombones, Piano, Percussion and Double Bass”

ENGELMAN, ROBIN
CD-534  NEXUS: Now -- "Remembrance"
CD-3782  NEXUS: “Lullaby for Esme”

ERB, DONALD
RD-5180  "Concerto for Solo Percussionist" (Marvin Dahlgren)
RD-6611  "Harold's Trip to the Sky" (Percussion, Piano, Viola. Kent Williams)
CD-313  MUSIC OF DONALD ERB -- "Sonata for Clarinet and Percussion" (Deborah Mashburn)

ERICKSON, ROBERT
RD-6522  "Chamber Concerto"
FALLA, MANUEL de
CD-248  CLASSIC MALLET-QUATOR LAMINA -- "Danse Espagnole", "Danse Rituelle de Feu"

FARBERMAN, HAROLD
CD-2415  KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Concerto for Jazz Drummer and Symphony Orchestra” & CARMEN SUITE
CD-3823  KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Concerto for Jazz Drummer and Symphony Orchestra” & CARMEN SUITE

FAURE, GABRIEL
CD-1435  EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "Berceuse"

FELDMAN, MORTON
RD-6536  ELECTRONICS AND PERCUSSION-FIVE REALIZATIONS
  BY MAX NEUHAUS: “The King of Denmark”
RD-6572  "Rothko Chapel" (Percussion, Viola, Chorus); "For Frank O'hara" (Flute, Clarinet, 2 Percussion, Violin, Cello, Piano)
CD-326  MUSIC OF MORTON FELDMAN -- "Why Patterns?" (Percussion, Flute, Piano. Jan Williams)
CD-1795  NEW MILLENIUM ENSEMBLE: H.C.E. “I Met Heine on the Rue Furstenburg” (John Ferarri)
CD-3918  PERKIN' AT MERKIN: “The King of Denmark”

FENNER, BURT
CD-3792  CREATIVE MIX: Music for Flute And Drums

FERNANDEZ, JULIO
CD-779  DAVE SAMUELS: Ten Degrees North -- "Real World"

FERRANTE, RUSSELL; HASLIP, JIMMY; ACUNA, ALEX
CD-2065  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Different Strokes - "Wildlife"

FESTINGER, RICHARD
CD-1795  NEW MILLENIUM ENSEMBLE: H.C.E. “A Serenade for Six" (John Ferrari)
FINK, SIEGFRIED
CD-297  DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSIONS-ENSEMBLE - "Beat the Beat"; "Plaisanterie"
CD-1446  THE PERCUSSION -- "Intrada"; "Cadenza" (Peter Sadlo)
CD-3919  MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: Etudes de Lux

FISCHER, JOHANN
CD-2064  JONATHON HAAS and the Bournemouth Sinfonietta: 18th Century Concertos for Timpani and Orchestra - “Symphony for Eight Timpani and Orchestra”

FISSINGER, ALFRED
RD-8846  "Suite for Marimba " (Karen Ervin)
CD-3750  "Suite for Marimba"

FORD, MARK
CD-2063  MARK FORD: Polaris - “Polaris”, “Stubernic” (Christopher Deane)

FORD, RON
CD-1447  PERCUSSION GROUP THE HAGUE: Skin Hits -- "Trarre for Five Percussionists"

FOSS, LUKAS
RD-7145  "Paradigm, for My Friends" (Clarinet, Percussion, Guitar, Violin, Violoncello)
RD-8839  "Percussion Quartet" (New Music Consort)

FREEDMAN, HARRY
CD-3839  MUSIC FOR HEAVEN AND EARTH: “Touchings”

FUCHS, KENNETH
CD-4184  CHRISTINA'S WORLD:  “Christina’s World”

FUKUSHI, NORIO
CD-2075  ATSUSHI SUGAHARA: Thirteen Drums – “Anima of a Tree”

FUZZY
CD-2414  SAFRI DUO: Works For Percussion – “Fireplay”

GERSHWIN, GEORGE
CD-248  CLASSIC MALLETs-QUATOR LAMINA -- "Trois Preludes pour Piano”

GILLESPIE, DIZZY
CD-356  HAPPY HAMMERS -- "A Night in Tunisia”

GILLINGHAM, DAVID
CD-4184  UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI. WIND ENSEMBLE. CHRISTINA’S WORLD; New Music for Winds and Percussion. Vol. 2.—“Concerto for Four Percussion and Wind Ensemble”.

GINASTERA, ALBERTO
RD-7755  "Cantata para America Magica for 53 Percussion Instruments and Dramatic Soprano" (Los Angeles Percussion Ensemble)

GLASSOCK, LYNN
CD-2063  MARK FORD: Polaris – “Five Songs for Voice and Marimba” (with mezzo-soprano)

GLENNIE, EVELYN
CD-751  EVELYN GLENNIE: Light In Darkness -- "Light In Darkness"
CD-1435  EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "A Little Prayer"
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE  Her Greatest Hits “Sorbet No. 1”, “Sorbet No. 5”, “A Little Prayer”, “Sorbet No. 7”, “Sorbet No. 4”, “Light in Darkness”, “Sorbet No. 3”, “Sorbet No. 6”
CD-1905  EVELYN GLENNIE: Drumming – “Sorbet No.1”, “Sorbet No. 2”, “Sorbet No.3”, “Sorbet No. 4”, “Sorbet No.5”, “Sorbet No.6”, “Sorbet No. 7”
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA: “A Little Prayer” (Dewi Ellis Jones)

GLENTWORTH, MARC
CD-1446  THE PERCUSSION -- "Blues for Gilbert" (Peter Sadlo)
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA—“Blues for Gilbert” (Dewi Ellis Jones)

GOODMAN, BENNY
CD-356  HAPPY HAMMERS -- "7 Come 11"

GORDON, MICHAEL
CD-2716  BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Renegade Heaven – “I Buried Paul” (percussion, Steve Shick)

GORN, STEVE
CD-615  GLEN VELEZ: Assyrian Rose -- "Offering to Anubis", "Drala", "Amazonas"
CD-1128  GLEN VELEZ: Seven Heaven -- "Amulet of Bes"

GRAYSON, RICHARD
CD-4182  BALLET MECANIQUE: “Shoot the Piano Player”,
          “Mister 528”

GREEN, GEORGE HAMILTON
CD-3933  THE STORY OF PERCUSSION IN THE ORCHESTRA: “Fluffy Ruffles”

GREEN, JOE
CD-744  NEXUS: The Best of Nexus -- "Xylophonia"
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA: “Xylophonia” (Dewi Ellis Jones)
GREEN, RAY
CD-4183  RESTLESS, ENDLESS, TACTLESS: “Auto Accident”

GUERGUERIAN, PAUL
CD-2076  TALUJON PERCUSSION QUARTET: “So She Shines”

GUINJOAN, JOAN
CD-297  DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSIONS-ENSEMBLE -- "Prisma"

GURTU, TRILOK
CD-1275  TRIOLOK GURTU: Usfret

GUTCHE, GENE
CD-2237  SAINT PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA: “Bongo Divermento” (Marvin Dahlgren)

HALT, MARKUS
CD-2079  NEBOJSA ZIVKOVIC: Generally Spoken… -- “Marimbasonic”
CD-3919  MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: Marimbasonic

HARRISON, LOU
RD-8839  "Double Music" (New Music Consort)
CD-441  THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE 2 AND MANUELA WIESLER --
  "First Concerto for Flute and Percussion"
CD-519  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION -- "Ariadne"; "First Concerto for Flute
  and Percussion" (Kory Grossman)
CD-358  MUSIC OF LOU HARRISON: “Concerto in Slendro”, “String Quartet Set”,
  “Suite for Percussion”, “Three Pieces for Gamelan with Soloists.”
CD-1243  LA KORO SUTRO: “La Koro sutro”, “Varied trio”, “Suite for violin
  and American gamelan”

HART, MICKEY

HARTLEY, WALTER
CD-3938  ATHLETIC CONVEYANCES: Concerto for Tuba and Percussion Orchestra

HASHAGEN, KLAUS
RD-7347  "Percussion und Elektronik"

HEDGES, MICHAEL
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN: Woodcuts – “Ragamuffin"

HEIBLE, RAYMOND

HEIDER, WERNER
RD-7349  "Katalog fur einen Vibraphonspieler" (Siegfried Fink)

HERTEL, JOHANN WILHELM
CD-1446  THE PERCUSSION -- "Poco adagio. Allegretto" (Werner Tharichen)

HERVIG, RICHARD
RD-7005  "Chamber Music for Six Players" (Flute, Clarinet, Percussion, Piano, Violin, Double Bass)

HEUSSENSTAMM, GEORGE
RD-5714  "Tetralogue" (4 Clarinets, Percussion)
HILLER, LEJAREN

HOFMANN, WOLFGANG
CD-3792  CREATIVE MIX: Sonata piccola für Flöte und Schlaginstrumente.

HOLLO, AUREL
CD-3748  Legacies: “Traditions Part One-The Winning Number.../beFORe JOHN”
“Traditions Part Two- ZEN-e?/beFORe JOHN” “39-the Dream of the Manichaeian/beFORe JOHN” (Amadinda Percussion Group)

HOLLINDEN, DAVID
CD-2643  EQUILIBRIUM: Border Crossing – “The Whole Toy Laid Down”

HONEGGER, ARTHUR
CD-32  HONEGGER, MILHAUD: “Symphony No. 2, Symphony No.5”

HOROVITZ, JOSEPH
CD-3770  Joseph Horovitz: concerto for Piano, Strings, and Percussion

HOVHANESS, ALAN
RD-3003  "October Mountain" (Manhattan Percussion Ensemble)
RD-5298  "Upon Enchanted Ground" (Flute, Tam-tam, Violoncello, Harp); "Suite for Violin, Piano, and Percussion"
RD-7361  "Fantasy on Japanese Woodprints" (Yoichi Hiraoka)
RD-8848  "Tzaikerk (Evening Song)" (Flute, Percussion, Violin, String Orchestra)
CD-2238  Looking to the East – “Koke No Niwa” (English horn, harp, percussionm, Elden Bailey)
CD-2418  ROBERT VAN SICE: 3 Marimba Concertos – “Fantasy on Japanese Woodprints”

HUBAY, JENO
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE  Her Greatest Hits “Hejre Kati” (National Philharmonic Orchestra)

HUMPHREY, DORIS
CD-4183  RESTLESS, ENDLESS, TACTLESS: “Dance Rhythms”
HUSA, KAREL
RD-7425 "Concerto for Percussion and Wind Ensemble" (Michigan State Wind Symphony)

ICHIYANAGI, TOSHI
CD-2075 ATSUSHI SUGAHARA: Thirteen Drums – “Rhythm Gradation”, “Portrait of a Forest”

IGNATOWICZ, ANNA
CD-3973 MARIMBA SCULPTURE: Katarzyna Mycka- “Toccata”

IKEBE, SHIN-ICHIRO
CD-2075 ATSUSHI SUGAHARA: Thirteen Drums – “Monovalence IV”

INNS, LAWRENCE
CD-1435 EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "Robbin' Harry"

ISHII, MAKI
RD-5140 "Marimba Piece with 2 Percussionists" (Keiko Abe)
CD-1447 PERCUSSION GROUP THE HAGUE: Skin Hits -- "Thirteen Drums"
CD-2075 ATSUSHI SUGAHARA: Thirteen Drums – “Thirteen Drums”
CD-2644 EQUILIBRIUM: Imaginary Landscape – “Marimbastuck”

IVES, CHARLES
CD-45 “Symphony No.1”, “Hymns”, “Symphony No.4”
CD-2805 “Symphony No.2”, “The Gong on the Hook and Ladder or Firemen’s Parade on Main Street”, “Tone Roads No.1”, “Hymn: Largo Cantabile”, “Hallowe’en”, “Central Park in the Dark”, “The Unanswered Question”

JACOB, GORDON
CD-4184 CHRISTINA’S WORLD: “Concerto for Bassoon”
JENNI, DONALD
RD-6538  "Cucumber Music" (Flute, Percussion, Piano, Viola)

JOHNSON, GREGG
CD-769  REPERCUSSION UNIT: In Need Again -- "Lemon Sisters"

JOLIVET, ANDRE
RD-6213  "Concerto for Percussion and Orchestra" (Jean Van Goot)
CD-297  DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSION-ENSEMBLE -- "Suite en Concert pour Flute et Percussion"
CD-441  THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE 2 AND MANUELA WIESLER -- "Suite en Concert pour Flute et Percussion"

JONES, CHARLES
CD-2131  "Sonata de Camera" (violin, piano, violas, cello, double bass, percussion, Tomm Roland, David MacDonald)

JONES, DEWI ELLIS
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA: “All through the Night” (Dewi Ellis Jones)

JONES, DAVID EVAN
CD-214  CDCM COMPUTER MUSIC SERIES, VOL. 6 -- "Still Life in Wood and Metal for Percussion and Tape"; "Still Life Dancing for Percussion and Tape"

JOPLIN, SCOTT
CD-248  CLASSIC MALLET-QUATOR LAMINA -- "The Easy Winners"
CD-1435  EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "Maple Leaf Rag"
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “Maple Leaf Rag” (National Philharmonic Orchestra)

KAILAO
CD-3748  Legacies: Traditional Polynesian music-Tonga (Amadinda Percussion Group)
KAISER, LEANDER
CD-3973  MARIMBA SCULPTURE: Katazyna Mycka- “Hurricane’s Eye”

KALMAR, LASZLO
RD-7770  (music for Flute, Marimba, Vibes, Guitar, Harp, Harmonium)

KATCHATURIAN, ARAM IL'ICH
CD-248  CLASSIC MALLETs-QUATOR LAMINA -- "Danse du Sabre"
CD-2573  LEIGH HOWARD STEVENS: Marimba When... -- “The Adventures of Ivan”

KIRGO, NICK
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN: Woodcuts – “November Marimba”

KLATZOW, PETER
RD-8842  "Concerto for Marimba and String Orchestra" (Robert Van Sice)
CD-2418  ROBERT VAN SICE: 3 Marimba Concertos – “Concerto for Marimba and String Orchestra”

KLINE, PHIL
CD-2716  BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Renegade Heaven – “Exquisite Corpses” (percussion, Steve Shick)

KLUGH, EARL
CD-356  HAPPY HAMMERS -- "I'll Never See You Smile Again”

KOLB, BARBARA
RD-6401  "Solitaire for Piano, Vibraphone, and Tape" (Richard Fitz)

KONDO, JO
CD-3782  NEXUS: “Nocturnal”
KOPPEL, ANDERS  
CD-2414  SAFRI DUO: Works For Percussion - “Tocatta for Vibraphone and Marimba”  
CD-3919  MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: “P.S. for marimba solo”

KOPETZKI, EDWARD (or Eckhard)  
CD-3919  MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: Etude Hommage II  
CD-4137  MARIMBA DANCE: “Kaskada” (Katarzyna Mycka)

KORTE, KARL  
RD-6631  "Matrix" (Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon, Saxophone, Percussion, Piano)  
CD-2601  A Retrospective – “Matrix” (woodwind quintet, piano, saxophone, percussion, Raymond DesRoches), “Symmetrics” (saxophone and percussion, University of Texas Percussion Ensemble)

KOTSCHY, JOHANNES  
CD-2079  NEBOJSA ZIVKOVIC: Generally Spoken… – “Verwehendes Nichts”

KOWALSKI, MICHAEL  
CD-2643  EQUILIBRIUM: Border Crossing – “Vapor Trails”

KITAZUME, MICHIO  
CD-2075  ATSUSHI SUGAHARA: Thirteen Drums – “Shadows III-A”

KRAFT, WILLIAM  
RD-5709  "Morris Dance" (Karen Ervin)  
RD-5946  "Nonet for Brass and Percussion"  
RD-6129  "Encounters III" (Trumpet and Percussion)  
RD-8426  "Des Imagistes"; "Gallery ’83" (Flute, Clarinet, Percussion, Piano, Violin, Violoncello)."  
KRAMER, JONATHAN D.
RD-8844 "Five Studies on Six Notes" (The Percussion Group - Cincinnati)

KRZANOWSKI, ANDRZEJ
CD-2077 WARSAW PERCUSSION GROUP: Polish Percussion Works – “Releif IV”

KUISMA, RAINER
CD-3750 “Hommage a Bela Bartok”

KULESHA, GARY
CD-2068 BEVERLEY JOHNSTON: Impact – “Angels”

LACERDO, OSVALDO
CD-297 DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSIONS-ENSEMBLE -- "Three Brasilian Miniatures"

LAM, BUN-CHING

LANG, DAVID
CD-112 BANG ON A CAN LIVE, VOL. 2 -- "The Anvil Chorus" (Steve Schick)
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “The Anvil Chorus”
CD-1905 EVELYN GLENNIE: Drumming – “The Anvil Chorus”
CD-2709 BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Industry – “The Anvil Chorus” (percussion, Steve Schick)

LEE, THOMAS OBOE
CD-491 MARIMOLIN -- "Marimolin"

LEMBA, ARTHUR
CD-3750 “Estonian Cradle Song,”

LENDVAY, KAMILLO
CD-401 ITHACA COLLEGE WIND ENSEMBLE -- "Concertino for Piano, Winds, Percussion, and Harp"
LEON, TANIA
CD-451  TANIA LEON: Indigena -- "A la Par" (Chris Lamb)
CD-2149 LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ENSEMBLE: A La Par -- "A La Par" (piano, percussion, Dane Richeson)

LERDAHL, FRED
RD-8423  "Fantasy Etudes" (Flute, Clarinet, Percussion, Violin, Piano, Violoncello)

LEVERING, ARTHUR
CD-2119 DINOSAUR ANNEX MUSIC ENSEMBLE School of Velocity -- “Twenty Ways Upon the Bells”, “Cloches II” (percussion, James Russel Smith)

LEVITAN, DANIEL
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN: Woodcuts -- “Opening Day”

LEWIS GEORGE
CD-2713  MAYA BEISER/STEVEN SCHICK: Caught By The Sky With Wire -- “Northstar Boogaloo”

LEWIS, PETER TOD
CD-459  PETER TOD LEWIS -- "Bricolage for Solo Percussion and Tape" (Steve Schick)

LEWIS, ROBERT HALL
CD-461  ROBERT HALL LEWIS -- "Osservazioni II for Winds, Keyboard, Harp, and Percussion" (Philharmonia Orchestra)

LIEBERMANN, ROLF
CD-297  DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSIONS-ENSEMBLE - "Les Echanges"
LIGETI, GYORGY
CD-1635  MUSIC OF VARESE, PENDERECKI, LIGETI: “Aventures-Nouvelles
Aventures, for 3 Singers & 7 Instrumentalists”, “Volumina”,
“Etude No. 1 ‘Harmonies’”

LIGETI, LUKAS
CD-3755 MYSTERY SYSTEM: Pattern Transformation & Independence

LOGAN, WENDELL
CD-2149  LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ENSEMBLE: A La
Par – “Runagate, Runagate” (tenor, violin, cello, flute, clarinet, piano,
percussion, Jason Roberts)

LOGOTHETIS, ANESTIS
CD-297   DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSIONS-ENSEMBLE -- "Katarakt"

LoPRESTI, RONALD
RD-3003  "Sketch for Percussion" (Manhattan Percussion Ensemble)

LOUCHEUR, RAYMOND
RD-4369  "Concerto for Percussion and Orchestra" (Vincent Geminiani)

LOUIE, ALEXINA
CD-2068  BEVERLEY JOHNSTON: Impact – “Cadenzas” (with clarinet with
electronics)

LULLY, JEAN-BAPTISTE (EXCERPT)
CD-3933 THE STORY OF PERCUSSION IN THE ORCHESTRA: “Overture” and “La
Marche” from Thésée

LUNDQUIST, TORBJORN Iwan
CD-440   THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE -- "Sisu for Six Percussions"
CD-2415  KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Sisu”

LYSIGHT, MICHEL
CD-3800  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION: “Initiation”

MACDOWELL, EDWARD
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA: “To A Wild Rose” (Dewi Ellis Jones)

MADERNA, BRUNO
RD-7784  "Quadrivium per 4 Esecutori di Percussione e 4 Gruppi d'Orchestra"

MAGOGODO
CD-3748 Legacies: traditional African music-Malawi (Amadinda Percussion Group)

MALAN, JACQUES DE VOS
RD-8842  "Mobile Structures III" (Robert Van Sice)

MANCHINI, HENRY
CD-3918  PERKIN’ AT MERKIN: “Theme from Peter Gunn"

MANN, ED
CD-769  REPERCUSSION UNIT: In Need Again -- "Dream Toon"

MARS BONFIRE
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE  Her Greatest Hits “Born to be Wild”

MARTINET, JEAN
RD-6230  "Two Pieces for Strings and Percussion"

MARTINU, BOHUSLAV
CD-2103  Otiose Odalisque – “Quartet” (clarinet, horn, cello, side drum, Perry Dreiman)

MARTTINEN, TAUNO
   CD-3839  EXOTIC CHAMBER MUSIC: Alfa (Op. 16)
MASLANKA, DAVID  
CD-3919  MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: My Lady White  

MASSON, ASKELL  
CD-1905  EVELYN GLENNIE: Drumming – “Prim”  

MATSUSHITA, ISAO  
CD-442  THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE AND KEIKO ABE: Works for Marimba and Percussion -- "Airscope II for Solo Marimba and Tape"  

MAY, THEODORE  
RD-8844  "Para-Diddle" (The Percussion Group - Cincinnati)  

MAYS, LYLE  
CD-491  MARIMOLIN -- "Somewhere In Maine"  

MAYUZUMI, TOSHIRO  
CD-2071  LINDA MAXEY: The Artistry of Marimba – “Concertino for Xylophone”  

MBIRA  
CD-3748  Legacies: traditional African music-Zimbabwe (Amadinda Percussion Group)  

McCARTHY, DANIEL  
CD-2062  MICHAEL BURRITT: Perpetual – “Rimbasly”
McLEAN, BARTON

McLEOD, JOHN
CD-751 EVELYN GLENNIE: Light In Darkness -- "The Song of Dionysus"

MENDELSSOHN, FELIX
CD-2417 SAFRI DUO: Goldrush – “Fugue No. 4 in F Minor”
CD-4182 BALLET MECANIQUE: “Saltarello-Presto from Symphony No. 4”

MESSIAEN, OLIVIER
CD-1676 “7 Haikai”

METHANEY, PAT
CD-2066 THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Lift Off – “The First Circle”

MIKI, MINORU
RD-5140 "Concerto for Marimba and Orchestra [excerpts]" (Keiko Abe)
RD-8846 "Time for Marimba" (Karen Ervin)
CD-442 THE KROMATATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE AND KEIKO ABE: Works for Marimba and Percussion -- "Marimba Spiritual"
CD-751 EVELYN GLENNIE: Light In Darkness -- "Marimba Spiritual"
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “Marimba Spiritual” (marimba and percussion, Stephen Henderson, Gary Kettel, Greg Knowles)
CD-2066 THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Lift Off – “Marimba Spiritual”
CD-2414 SAFRI DUO: Works For Percussion – “Marimba Spiritual II”
CD-3919 MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: “Marimba Spiritual”

MILBURN, ELLSWORTH
CD-1567 “Menil Antiphons” (Flute, clarinet, horns, piano, violin, cello, percussion, Richard Brown)
MILHAUD, DARIUS
RD-4358  "Concerto for Two Pianos and Percussion"
RD-3088  “Creation du monde”
RD-6623  “Creation du monde”
RD-7344  “Creation du monde”
RD-8739  “Creation du monde”
CD-32  HONEGGER, MILHAUD:  “Creation du monde, Suites provencale”
CD-1434  EVELYN GLENNIE:  Rebounds -- "Concerto pour batterie et petit orchestre”
CD-2065  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE:  Different Strokes – “Scaramouche”
CD-2072  NEBOJSA JOVAN ZIVKOVIC with the Austrian Chamber Symphony – “Concerto for Marimba and Vibraphone and Orchestra,” “Cortege funebre, Symphoniette pour cordes.”
CD-3750  VIRTUOSO PERCUSSION MUSIC:  “Concerto for Marimba, Vibraphone and Orchestra,” Rainer Kuisma, marimba and vibraphone, “Concerto for Small Orchestra,” Rainer Kuisma, percussion

MIYOSHI, AKIRA
RD-5140  "Concerto for Marimba and String Ensemble" (Keiko Abe), “Torse III”, “Conversation.”
CD-1434  EVELYN GLENNIE:  Rebounds -- "Concerto for Marimba and String Ensemble”
CD-442  THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE AND KEIKO ABE:  “Works for Marimba and Percussion”-- "Rin-sai”

MONTI, VITTORIO
CD-1435  EVELYN GLENNIE:  Rhythm Song -- "Czardas"
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE  Her Greatest Hits “Czardas” (National Philharmonic Orchestra)

MORGAN, CALEB
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN:  Woodcuts – “Pay No Attention To That Man Behind The Curtain”
MORRIS, ROBERT
CD-1795  NEW MILLENIUM ENSEMBLE: H.C.E. “Broken Consort in Three Parts”
   (John Ferrari)

MOSKO, STEPHEN
RD-8844  "The Cosmology of Easy Listening" (The Percussion Group -Cincinnati)

MOSKOWSKY, MORITZ
CD-3933 THE STORY OF PERCUSSION IN THE ORCHESTRA: Bolero - Spanish
   Dance No.5

MOZART, W.A.
CD-3933 THE STORY OF PERCUSSION IN THE ORCHESTRA: Il Seraglio Overture
ARR. W. CAHN  CD-3933 THE STORY OF PERCUSSION IN THE ORCHESTRA:
   Janissary March

MULLEN, DANIEL
CD-2066 THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: The Gamut-“Opus 1”

MUSSER, CLAIR OMAR
RD-8846  "Etude Op. 6, No. 8"; "Etude Op. 6, No. 10" (Karen Ervin)
CD-1435  EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "Etude in C, Op.6, No.6"
CD-2420  GORDON STOUT: Music for Solo Marimba – “Prelude”, “Etude in A-Flat,
   Op. 6, No. 2”

NARELL, ANDY
CD-778  DAVE SAMUELS: Living Colors -- "New Math"
CD-2065  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Different Strokes – “The
   Songlines”

NAUSEEF, MARK
CD-143  BRACHA -- "Merciful...for Milo"

NEWTON, JOHN
NEXUS
CD-533  NEXUS: Dance of the Octopus
CD-534  NEXUS: Now

NISHIMURA, AKIRA
CD-442  THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE AND KEIKO ABE: Works for Marimba and Percussion -- "Kala for Solo Marimba and Six Percussion Players"

NODA, TERUYUKI
RD-5140  "Quintet for Marimba, 3 Flutes, and Contrabass ‘Mattinata’" (Keiko Abe)

NORGARD, PER
CD-2414  SAFRI DUO: Works For Percussion – “Echo Zone I-III”
CD-2417  SAFRI DUO: Goldrush – “Well-tempered Percussionists”
CD-3918  PERKIN’ AT MERKIN: “Waves”

NORVO, RED
CD-533  NEXUS: Dance of the Octopus -- "Red Norvo Suite"
CD-2066  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Lift Off – “Dance of the Octopus”

NUYTS, FRANK
CD-2418  ROBERT VAN SICE: 3 Marimba Concertos – “Woodnotes”
OAK, KIL-SUNG
RD-5940  "Amorphosis" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)

OGDEN, WILL
CD-1643  “Six Small Trios” (Trumpet, piano, and percussion, David Shively)
CD-3356  COMPOSITIONS 1995-1999

OLAN, DAVID
CD-188  CHESTER BISCARDI AND DAVID OLAN -- "Prism for Six Percussionists and Tape" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)

O’MEARA, RICH
CD-3919  MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: “Restless”

ORBON, JULIAN
RD-6631  "Partita No. 2 " (Celesta, Harpsichord, Reed Organ, Vibraphone, 2 Violins, Viola, Violoncello)

OTEA
CD-3748 Legacies: “traditional Polynesian music-Tahiti” (Amadinda Percussion Group)

OTHER MUSIC
RD-7292  OTHER MUSIC: Prime Numbers

PALMIERI, EDDIE
CD-2066  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Lift Off – “Oyelo que te Conviene”

PAPARELLI, F.
CD-356  HAPPY HAMMERS -- "A Night in Tunisia"

PAPE, ANDY
CD-2414  SAFRI DUO: Works For Percussion – “CaDance 4 2”
PARKER, PHILIP
CD-3839  EXOTIC CHAMBER MUSIC: Beneath the Canopy

PARRIS, ROBERT
RD-8840  "Concerto for Trombone (with Winds, Percussion, Piano, and Strings)"
CD-2046  “Concerto for Trombone” (trombone, winds, strings, piano, percussion),
         “Concerto for Percussion, Violin, Cello, and Piano” (Ronald Barnett), “The
         Book Of Imaginary Beings” (flute, cello, violin, piano, celesta, percussion,
         Ronald Barnett, Thomas Jones)

PÄRT, ARVO
CD-3800  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION: “Spiegel im Spiegel”

PARTCH, HARRY
CD-255   THE COMPOSER-PERFORMER -- "The Letter"
CD-863   HARRY PARTCH: The Bewitched (A Dance Satire)
CD-1228  HARRY PARTCH: The Music of Harry Partch
CD-1566  GATE FIVE ENSEMBLE: Gay American Composers v.2 “Ulysses at the
         Edge of the World” (Danlee Mitchell, Harry Partch)
CD-1747  THE HARRY PARTCH COLLECTION. VOLUME 2: “The Wayward,
         San Francisco, The Letter, Barstow, And on the Seventh Day
         Petals Fell in Petaluma.”

PAWASSAR, RUDIGER
CD-3973  MARIMBA SCULPTURE: Katarzyna Mycka- “Sculpture 3”

PECK, RUSSELL
RD-8844  "Lift Off" (The Percussion Group - Cincinnati)
CD-2066  THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Lift Off – “Lift Off”

PENDERECKI, KRZYSZTOF
CD-1627  “Anaklasis” (Percussion and strings)
CD-1635  “Emaltungen’ for 2 string orchestras”, “Sonata for cello and orchestra”,
         “String quartet No.1”, “Stabat mater”, “Miserere”, “Miniatures”
PENHERSKI, ZBIGNIEW
CD-2077  WARSAW PERCUSSION GROUP: Polish Percussion Works – “Incantationi for Six Percussionists”

PENN, WILLIAM
CD-3938  ATHLETIC CONVEYANCES: “Capriccio for Tuba and Marimba”

PETERS, GORDON
CD-2071  LINDA MAXEY: The Artistry of Marimba – “Greensleeves”

PETERS, MITCHELL
RD-8845  "Yellow After the Rain" (Gordon Stout)

PETEerson, RUSSEL
CD-2746  RUSSEL PETERSON: American Breath – “Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Percussion Orchestra” (Tri-College Percussion Ensemble)

PETIT, PIERRE
RD-3952  "Ordre for Percussion and Piano"

PHAN, P.Q.
CD-2279  Banana Trumpet Games “”Rock Blood” (University of Illinois Percussion Ensemble)

PHILIDOR, JACQUES
CD-3933  THE STORY OF PERCUSSION IN THE ORCHESTRA: March for Kettledrums

PIAZZOLLA, ASTOR
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN: Woodcuts – “Tango Suite”
CD-3800  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION: “The History of the Tango”
PICHE, JEAN
CD-2068  BEVERLEY JOHNSTON: Impact – “Steal the Thunder”

PILLIN, BORIS
RD-5709 "Duo" (Karen Ervin)

PRECHTL, BRIAN
CD-2644  EQUILIBRIUM: Imaginary Landscape – “A Cord of Three Strands”

PSATHAS, JOHN
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE  Her Greatest Hits “Matre's Dance” (with piano)
CD-1905  EVELYN GLENNIE: Drumming – “Matre’s Dance”

PTASZYNSKA, MARTA
CD-2077  WARSAW PERCUSSION GROUP: Polish Percussion Works – “Jeu-Parti”
CD-2079  NEBOJSA ZIVKOVIC: Generally Spoken... -- “Graffito”

RAKOWSKI, DAVID
CD-2132  Hyper Blue – “Sesso e Violenzia” (flutes, violin, viola, cell, piano, percussion, Paul Carrol)

RAVEL, MAURICE
CD-248  CLASSIC MALLET-QUATOR LAMINA -- "Ma Mere L'Oye"
CD-2417  SAFRI DUO: Goldrush – “Alborada del Gracioso”

READ, GARDENER
CD-1577  MUSIC OF GARDENER READ -- "Los Dioses Aztecas (The Aztec Gods), Op.107” (Paul Price Percussion Ens.)
REICH, STEVE  
RD-6571 "Four Organs"
CD-1188 STEVE REICH: Sextet/Six Marimbas -- "Six Marimbas"
CD-1189 EARLY WORKS: “Come out, Piano phase, Clapping Music,
   It’s gonna rain. Part 1, It’s gonna rain. Part 2.”
   Pieces of Wood"
CD-2076 TALUJON PERCUSSION QUARTET: “Drumming Part I”
   “New York counterpoint, Eight Lines, Four Organs.”
CD-3738 STEVE REICH: “Music for Mallet Instruments” “Music for Pieces of Wood”
   “Sextet”
CD-3973 MARIMBA SCULPTURE: Katarzyna Mycka- “Nagoya Marimbas”
CD-4304 STEVE REICH: MUSIC FOR 18 MUSICIANS

REVUELTAS, SILVESTRE  
RD-8260 "Ocho x Radio" (Clarinet, Bassoon, Trumpet, Percussion, 2 Violins,
   Violoncello, Double Bass)

REYNOLDS, ROGER  
RD-7085 "From Behind the Unreasoning Mask" (Trombone and Percussion)

RICHARDS, GOFF  
CD-4136 ZIMBA ZAMBA: “Zimba Zamba” (Dewi Ellis Jones)

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV, NIKOLAI  
CD-1435 EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "The Flight of the Bumble Bee"
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “The Flight of the Bumble Bee”
   (National Philharmonic Orchestra)
CD-4136 DEWI ELLIS JONES: Zimba Zamba—“Flight of the Bumble bee”

ROGERS, AMELIA  
CD-491 MARIMOLIN -- "Shadow-Play"
ROGERS, RICHARD
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (National Philharmonic Orchestra)

ROLDAN, AMADEO
CD-4182 BALLET MECHANIQUE: “Ritmica No.5”, “Ritmica No. 6”

ROSAURO, NEY
CD-751 EVELYN GLENNIE: Light In Darkness -- "Eldorado"
CD-1434 EVELYN GLENNIE: Rebounds -- "Concerto pour marimba e orquestra de cordas"
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “Eldorado”
CD-3936 NEY ROSAURO and the UNIVERSITY of CALGARY Wind Ensemble
CD-3919 MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: Concerto for Marimba and Percussion Ensemble
CD-3973 MARIMBA SCULPTURE: Katarzyna Mycka “Variations Over Evelyn Glennie’s “A Little Prayer”.
CD-4136 DEWI ELLIS JONES: Zimba Zamba-- “Concerto for Marimba”.
CD-4137 KATARZYNA MYCKA: Marimba Dance—“Preludio No.1 e minor”.

ROUSE, CHRISTOPHER
CD-2065 THE ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Different Strokes – “Ku-Ka-Ilimoku”, “Bonham”
CD-2643 EQUILIBRIUM: Border Crossing – “Ogoun Badagris”
CD-2644 EQUILIBRIUM: Imaginary Landscape – “Ku-Ka-Ilimoku”

RUDZINSKI, WITOLD
CD-2077 WARSAW PERCUSSION GROUP: Polish Percussion Works – “Variations and Fugue”
RULON, C. BRYON
CD-1545  MICHAEL PUGLIESE: And Trouble Came – “SelfRequiem” (Flute, Oboe, Trumpet, Percussion, Piano/Synth, Cello, Contrabass)

RUSH, STEPHEN
CD-3942  JOSEPH ALESSI: Principal Trombone New York Philharmonic – “Rebellion for Trombone, Piano and Percussion”

RUYLE, BILL
CD-2351  DAVE SAMUELS: Synergy With Samuels -- "#3"

RZEWSKI, FREDERIC
RD-7235  "Song and Dance" (Flute, Clarinet, Vibraphone, Contrabass)
CD-1905  EVELYN GLENNIE: Drumming – “To the Earth” (speaking percussionist and four flowerpots)

SABAR AND DJEMBE MUSIC FROM SENEGAL
CD-1447  PERCUSSION GROUP THE HAGUE: Skin Hits

SAINT-SAENS, CAMILLE
CD-1435  EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "Introduction & Rondo Capriccioso, Op.28"
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE  Her Greatest Hits “The Swan”

SALMINEN, SUSAN
CD-3947  THE GLASS BEAD GAME: Thomas Harvey- “Fanfare for Horn and Timpani”

SAMUELS, DAVE
CD-778  DAVE SAMUELS: Living Colors
CD-779  DAVE SAMUELS: Ten Degrees North
CD-2351  DAVE SAMUELS: Synergy With Samuels -- "Reconstructions", "Night Rain", "Square Corners"

SANchez, Poncho
CD-760  PONCHO SANCHEZ: Bien Sabroso!

SANDSTROM, SVEN DAVID
CD-441  THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE 2 AND MANUELA WIESLER -- "Drums"

SAPERSTEIN, DAVID
RD-5940 "Antiphonies for Percussion" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)
CD-3346 “Antiphonies for Percussion” (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)

SARASATE, PABLO DE
CD-2071 LINDA MAXEY: The Artistry of Marimba – “La Seguidilla and Gypsy Song from Carmen Fantasy”

SCARLATTI, DOMENICO
RD-8846 "Three Sonatas" (Karen Ervin)

SCHANZER, JEFFREY
CD-1581 JEFFREY SCHANZER: No More In Thrall -- "No More In Thrall for String Quartet and Percussion" (Kevin Norton)

SCHMIDT, MATTHIAS
CD-3919 MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: Ghanaia

SCHMIDT, WILLIAM
RD-5709 "Ludus Americanus" (Karen Ervin)

SCHMITT, MATTHAIS
CD-3973  MARIMBA SCULPTURE: Katarzyna Mycka- “3 Skizzen”
CD-4137  MARIMBA DANCE:  “Sech Miniaturen” (Katarzyna Mycka)

SCHUBERT, FRANZ
CD-248  CLASSIC MALLETS-QUATOR LAMINA -- "Moment Musical No. 3"

SCHULTZ, MARK
CD-3947  THE GLASS BEAD GAME: Thomas Harvey- “Dragons in the Sky”

SCHUMANN, ROBERT
CD-2079  NEBOJSA ZIVKOVIC: Generally Spoken... -- “Von Fremden Landern und Menschen”
CD-2573  LEIGH HOWARD STEVENS: Marimba When... -- “Album for the Young”

SCHWANTNER, JOSEPH
CD-1554  ORCHESTRA 2001 – DISTANT RUNES – “Distant Runes and Incantations”
         (Chamber ensemble and percussion, Susan Jones, William Kerrigan),
CD-3344  THE MUSIC OF JOSEPH SCHWANTNER-“Velocities (Moto perpetuo)
         for solo marimba”, “Concerto for Percussion and Orchestra”, “New Morning
         for the World:’Daybreak of Freedom’”. (Evelyn Glennie, National Symphony
         Orchestra, Leonard Slatkin).

SCULTHORPE, PETER
CD-2351  DAVE SAMUELS: Synergy With Samuels -- "From Jabiru Dreaming"

SEJOURNE, EMMANUEL
cd-4137  MARIMBA DANCE: “Katamiya” (Katarzyna Mycka)

SEROCKI, KAZIMIERZ
CD-2077  WARSAW PERCUSSION GROUP: Polish Percussion Works – “Continuum”
SETTEL, ZACK
CD-1976  Computer Music Series Vol. 23 “Hok Pwah” (soprano, live electronics, percussion, Brent Van Dusen)

SHAHEEN, SIMON
CD-2717  MAYA BEISER: Kinship – “Samai Nahawand” (frame drum, Glen Velez)

SHANKAR
CD-1048  SHANKAR: Songs for Everyone
CD-3800  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION: “Raga – the Enchanted Morning”

SHANKAR, RAVI
RD-6658  "Twilight Mood" (Flute, Sitar, Tabla)

SHAPIRO, GERALD
CD-2643  EQUILIBRIUM: Border Crossing – “Sextet”

SHOSTAKOVICH, DMITRI
CD-297  DRUMS-WURZBURGER PERCUSSIONS-ENSEMBLE - "Zwischenspiel Nr. 14"
CD-3750  “Polka from ‘The Golden Age’”

SIBELIUS, JEAN
CD-3750  “The Harp Player, arr. for vibraphone”

SIERRA, ROBERT
CD-1555  Piezas Caracteristicas “Piezas Caracteristicas” (bass clarinet, piano, cello, violin, trumpet, percussion, Thomas Wetzel)
CD-1905  EVELYN GLENNIE: Drumming – “Bongo-O”

SIFLER, PAUL
RD-5709  "Marimba Suite" (Karen Ervin)
SMADBECK, PAUL
CD-1435  EVELYN GLENNIE: Rhythm Song -- "Rhythm Song"
CD-1904  EVELYN GLENNIE  Her Greatest Hits “Rhythm Song”
CD-3919  MARIMBA SPIRITUAL: “Etude Nr. 1”

SMITT, LEO
CD-2151  “Cock Robin” (soprano, piccolo, percussion, Jan Williams)

SOLLBERGER, HARVEY
RD-8839  "The Two and the One" (Cello and Percussion. New Music Consort)
CD-519  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION -- "Double Tryptich" (Kory Grossman)
CD-3937  NEW MUSIC FOR VIRTUOSOS: Sunflowers

SOLOMON, LARRY
RD-8846  "Music of the Spheres" (Karen Ervin)

SPENCER, JULIE
CD-2644  EQUILIBRIUM: Imaginary Landscape – “Tribeca Sunflower”

STAMP, JACK
CD-3834  PAST THE EQUINOX:  “Journey past the Unicorn”, “Daybreak for Marimba ensemble”, “O-zone”.

STEIN, LARRY
CD-769  REPERCUSSION UNIT: In Need Again -- "The Plane Story", "It’s Ridiculous", "Orfacape"

STING
CD-779  DAVE SAMUELS: Ten Degrees North -- "Walking On the Moon"
STOCKHAUSEN, KARLHEINZ
RD-6536  ELECTRONICS AND PERCUSSION-FIVE REALIZATIONS
   BY MAX NEUHAS: “No.9 Zyklus for One Percussionist”
CD-1989  Kontakte “Teil 1”, “Teil 2” (piano, electronics, percussion, David Tudor,
   Christoph Caskel)
CD-2073  Refrain – “Cycle for Solo Percussionist (First and Second versions)”,
   “Refrain”, “Contacts for Electronic Sounds, Piano and Percussion”
   (Mircea Ardeleanu)
CD-2632  “Mikrophonie I” (2 microphones, 2 filters with potentiometers, 2 tam-
   tams, Aloys Kontarsky, Alfred Alings)

STOUT, GORDON
RD-8845  GORDON STOUT: II -- "Reverie"
CD-1435  EVELYN GLENIE: Rhythm Song -- "Mexican Dances"
CD-2062  Perpetual – “Diptych No. 3” (Michael Burritt, Gordon Stout)
CD-2420  GORDON STOUT: Music for Solo Marimba – “Two Mexican Dances for
   No. 9”, “Etude No. 11”, “Etude No. 12”, “

STOUT, RICHARD
CD-2420  GORDON STOUT: Music for Solo Marimba – “Piece for Marimba”

STRANG, GERALD
CD-4183  RESTLESS, ENDLESS, TACTLESS: “Percussion Music”

STRAVINSKY, IGOR
   (Violin, bass, clarinet, bassoon, cornet, trombone, percussion)
CD-1694  “Rite of Spring, Fireworks, Firebird Suite.”
CD-2570  “Les Noces (The Wedding), Mass, Cantata.”

SUEYOSHI, YASUO
RD-8842  "Mirage pour Marimba" (Robert Van Sice)
CD-519  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION -- "Correspondence V"
SWALLOW, STEVE
CD-582  DUET-GARY BURTON W/ CHICK COREA: “Radio”, “Never.”

TAGGERT, MARK ALAN
CD-2063  MARK FORD: Polaris – “Selections from Suite for Marimba” (Prelude, Courante)
CD-3938  ATHLETIC CONVEYANCES: “Athletic Conveyances”

TAIRA, YOSHIHISA
CD-440  THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE – “Hierophonie V pour Six Percussionnistes”
CD-2415  KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Hierophonie V”

TAKAHASHI, YUJI

TAKEMITSU, TORU
CD-442  THE KROUMATA PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE AND KEIKO ABE: Works for Marimba and Percussion -- "Rain-tree for Three Percussion Players"
CD-534  NEXUS: Now -- "Rain-tree for Three Percussion Players"
CD-3749  NEXUS: “From me flows what you call Time”

TALUJON
CD-2076  TALUJON PERCUSSION QUARTET: “On The One”, “Their Four and Sow Three”

TANAKA, TOSHIMITSU
CD-751  EVELYN GLENNIE: Light In Darkness -- "Two Movements for Marimba"

TAN DUN
CD-255  THE COMPOSER-PERFORMER -- "Nine Songs Ritual Opera Water Spirit"
CD-1106  TAN DUN: Snow In June
TANNER, PETER
CD-3792  CREATIVE MIX: Diversions For Flute and Marimba

THARICHEN, WERNER
CD-1446  THE PERCUSSION -- "Lento. Allegro moderato" (Werner Tharichen)

THIMMIG, LES
CD-491  MARIMOLIN -- "Bluefire Crown III"

THOMAS, ANDREW
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN: Woodcuts - “Merlin”
CD-4137  MARIMBA DANCE: “Merlin” (Katarzyna Mycka)

THORNE, FRANCIS
CD-2238  “Lyric Variations No. 2” (Boehm Quintet, percussion, Richard Fitz)

THOWER, JOHN
CD-4137  MARIMBA DANCE: “Aurora Borealis” (Katarzyna Mycka)

TICHELI, FRANK
CD-401  ITHACA COLLEGE WIND ENSEMBLE -- "Music for Winds and Percussion"

TIMM, KENNETH
RD-6611  "The Joiner and the Die-Hard for Five Percussionists"

TORO, EFRAIN
CD-779  DAVE SAMUELS: Ten Degrees North -- "Para Pastorius"
TROMBLY, PRESTON
CD-519  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION -- "Trio in Three Movements" (Kory Grossman)

TSCHAIKOWSKY, PETER (Tchaikovsky, P.I.)
CD-2573  LEIGH HOWARD STEVENS: Marimba When… -- “Album for the Young"

UDOW, MICHAEL
RD-8844  "Strike" (The Percussion Group - Cincinnati)
CD-2643  EQUILIBRIUM: Border Crossing – “Flashback”

UNG, CHINARY
CD-2713  MAYA BEISER/STEVEN SCHICK: Caught By The Sky With Wire – “Grand Alap”

USSACHEVSKY, VLADIMIR
CD-969  PIONEERS OF ELECTRONIC MUSIC: “Two Sketches for a Computer Piece”
   (other works by Luening, Smiley, Arel, Davidovsky, Shields)

VACZI, ZOLTÁN
CD-3748 Legacies: “Traditions Part One-The Winning Number…/beFORe JOHN”
   “Reconstruction/beFORe John”) “Traditions Part Two- ZEN-e/?/beFORe JOHN” (Amadinda Percussion Group

VARESE, EDGAR
RD-5940  "Ionisation" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)
CD-3346  “Ionisation” (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)

RD-1635  “Integrales for small orchestra and percussion”,
   “Offrandes for soprano and chamber orchestra”,
   “Density for flute”, “Octrandre for flute, clarinet, oboe, horn, bassoon, trumpet, trombone and double bass”,
   “Hyperprism for small orchestra and percussion”,
   “Ionisation for percussion ensemble of 13 players”

VAYO, DAVID
CD-2643  EQUILIBRIUM: Border Crossing – “Border Crossing”
VEGA, SUZANNE
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN: Woodcuts – “Gypsy”

VELDHUIS, JACOB TER
CD-2417  SAFRI DUO: Goldrush – “Goldrush”

VELEZ, GLEN
CD-615  GLEN VELEZ: Assyrian Rose
CD-1127  GLEN VELEZ: Internal Combustion
CD-1128  GLEN VELEZ: Seven Heaven
CD-2717  MAYA BEISER: Kinship – “Kinship” (frame drum, Glen Velez)

VERCOE, ELIZABETH WALTON
CD-3839  EXOTIC CHAMBER MUSIC: Fantavia

VIGELAND, NILS
CD-3918  PERKIN’ AT MERKIN: “Progress”

VIVALDI, ANTONIO
CD-4136  ZIMBA ZAMBA: “Viva Vivaldi” (Dewi Ellis Jones)

WALLIN, ROLF
CD-2417  SAFRI DUO: Goldrush – “Twine”

WARREN, ALICYN
CD-213  CDCM COMPUTER MUSIC SERIES, VOL. 5 – “Contraption for Drumset and Electronics”

WATSON, WALTER
RD-8836  ”Recital Suite for Marimba” (Kenneth Watson)
WELCHER, DAN
CD-2603  NEW WORLD SYMPHONY: White Mares of the Moon – “Tsunami” (cello, piano, percussion, Mark Damoulakis, Mark Griffith)

WESTLAKE, NIGEL
CD-2351  DAVE SAMUELS: Synergy With Samuels -- "Malachite Glass"

WHEATLEY, DAVID
RD-8845  "Duo for Two Marimbas" (Karen Ervin and Gordon Stout)

WHEELER, SCOTT
CD-491  MARIMOLIN -- "Lyric Variations"

WHITE, BARBARA

WHITMAN, THOMAS
CD-1554  ORCHESTRA 2001 – Distant Runes – “Aubade” (English horn, double bass, piano and percussion, Susan Jones, William Kerrigan, Michael Friday)

WILDER, ALEC
CD-2420  GORDON STOUT: Music for Solo Marimba – “Suite for Solo Guitar”
CD-3800  MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION: “Flute and Bongos No. 1”

WILEY, FRANK
CD-2062  MICHAEL BURRITT: Perpetual – “The Magus”
WILLOT, JOHN CHRISTIE  
CD-2079  NEBOJSA ZIVKOVIC: Generally Spoken… -- “Ab Miram”

WILSON, DANA  
CD-3792  CREATIVE MIX: “Pu Em Remu” (From the Tears) (1997)

WITTIBER, BENJAMIN  
CD-4137  MARIMBA DANCE: “Rhythm Dance” (Katarzyna Mycka)

WOLFE, JULIA  
CD-2709  BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Industry - “Lick” (percussion, Steve Schick)  
CD-2716  BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Renegade Heaven - “Beleiving”  
                              (percussion, Steve Shick)

WOLFF, CHRISTIAN  
RD-8844  "For 1, 2, or 3 People" (The Percussion Group - Cincinnati)

WOLPE, STEFAN  
CD-1150  STEFAN WOLPE -- "Quartet for Oboe, Cello, Percussion and Piano"

WUORINEN, CHARLES  
RD-6382  "Ringing Changes for Percussion Ensemble" (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)  
RD-8840  "Janissary Music" (Raymond DesRoches)  
RD-8841  "Percussion Duo" (Steve Schick)  
CD-1795  H.C.E. “Percussion Duo” (John Ferrari)  
CD-3346  “Percussion Symphony” (New Jersey Percussion Ensemble)

WYRE, JOHN  
CD-534  NEXUS: Now -- "Marubatoo"  
CD-3783  NEXUS: “Connexus”  
CD-3938  ATHLETIC CONVEYANCES: “Maruba”
**XENAKIS, IANNIS**
CD-1447 PERCUSSION GROUP THE HAGUE: Skin Hits - "Okho for Three Percussionists"
CD-1829 Ensemble Music 2 “Okho” (3 djembes)
CD-2060 LES PERCUSSIONS DE STRASBOURG: “Pleiades”, “Concertante Op. 79” (with Keiko Abe, marimba)
CD-2069 Pleiades – “Pleiades” (Kroumata Percussion Ensemble), “Psappha” (Gert Mortensen)
CD-2416 DEMOE PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: “Psappha”, “Okho”, “Persephassa”
CD-3918 PERKIN’ AT MERKIN: “Psappha”

**YI, CHEN**
CD-2050 NEW MUSIC CONSORT: “Sparkle” (William Trigg, Michale Lipsey), “Qi” (William Trigg), NEW YORK NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE: “Near Distance” (Pablo Rieppi)

**YOSHIOKA, TAKAYOSHI**
RD-8844 “Paradox III” (The Percussion Group - Cincinnati)
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “Rhapsody” (marimba, flute clarinet, double bass, drums)

**YOUNG, KAREN**
CD-3800 MUSIC FOR FLUTE AND PERCUSSION: “Ode To Nature”

**YTTREHUS, ROLV**
RD-8781 “Angstwagen” (Soprano Voice and Percussion)

**YUYAMA, AKIRA**
CD-1904 EVELYN GLENNIE Her Greatest Hits “Divertimento” (with saxophone)
ZELTSMAN, NANCY  
CD-2078  NANCY ZELTSMAN: Woodcuts – “Woodcuts (After Satie)”

ZIVKOVIĆ, NEBOJSA J.  
CD-2079  NEBOJSA ZIVKOVIĆ: Generally Spoken... -- “Sta Vidis”, “Fluctus”, “Pezzo Da Concerto”, “Generally Spoken, It’s Nothing But Rhythm”  

ZONN, PAUL  
RD-6534  ”Divertimento No. 1” (Tuba, 2 Percussion, Double Bass)


ZWILICH, ELLEN  
CD-3751  NEXUS: “Rituals for five Percussionists and Orchestra”

Updated to CD-4258